
Keep On Keeping On
Cross Stitch Pattern

Bring your needle up through the canvas,
then cross it diagonally and back through
the other side.

When you reach the end of the row, stitch
back over them, crossing the other way,
to make X.

Make your stitches in rows with them all
facing the same way. They can be ////
or \\\\, but should all go the same way.

As you stitch, thread your strings over the
loose tail on the back to secure your stitches
and keep it tidy.

The back

Sewing tips:

• Use 1 strands of thread at a time. There are 6 strands in each piece of thread. Your
threads have been pre-cut for ease.

• To put your canvas in the hoop, loosen the nut on the hoop and pull the two parts apart.
Place the canvas over the smaller circle, then press the larger part over the top, pulling
the fabric taught around the edges. Secure it by tightening the nut.

• Count from the centre - work out where the middle of the pattern is and do the same with
your fabric. There is a green dot on the middle of your pattern for reference.

• To do a line / back stitch, use one strand, forming / \ _ and | stitches. Itʼs always best to
do this last so that theyʼre tidy and frame the rest of your sewing nicely.

• When youʼve finished your piece, trim the excess canvas around the hoop, leaving about
15mm, run a slip stitch around the excess and pull it tight and secure with a knot.

This pattern is an original Hello Treacle design.
Copyright belongs to Hello Treacle, all rights reserved. Not for resale or distribution in any form.
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